"I encourage people to access their own artistic vision while I present the techniques to translate this vision into paint."

- Tessa Nunn

workshops:

- Painting Oil/Acrylic
- Drawing

Classes are year around
Register now - call Tessa at 780.429-2214 or email at tessa@tessanunn.com

Tessa Nunn graduated from with a Masters in Fine Art from the New York Academy of Art in 2002. Since her return to Canada, she has been teaching figurative painting, drawing and sculpture, as well as courses on painting techniques.

Tessa began to teach painting and drawing workshops because I felt a need for a new approach to teaching art, one that embraces the many levels of our being. The curriculum I have developed is based on my artistic processes which are influenced by spiritual principles, as well as traditional painting techniques. Through meditation, gentle Yogic movement, and lessons on art techniques, participants explore different ways to look at the human form, and then ultimately at the world around them.

THE COLOURED WEB

A place to re-connect body and spirit through art

10217 - 106 Street, Suite # 306.
Edmonton, Alberta Canada. T5J
Essential painting skills open to all levels. Maximum 12 students.

PanPastel™

Colors

Ultra Soft Artists’ Painting Pastels

PanPastel Colors are genuine artists’ quality pastels, uniquely packed in a pan format; available in a range of 80 colors.

PanPastel Colors were developed so that artists can easily lift, apply and control pastel color, just like true painting! The pan format holds the color like paint for easy application.